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Gu Qiqi swept a glance at the end of this secluded cloister and the tightly shut door. She thought to 

herself, ‘could it be that this nineteenth highness is taking advantage of the dark moon and high winds 

to want to…’ 

Just as she was thinking, Wu 19’s sweet and slightly hoarse voice sounded, it came briskly, “Young 

Master Ye, we’re here. This is the operating table that was destroyed during the last great alchemist 

competition. I heard that the Great Alchemist Guild felt that it was unlucky and directly closed it down. 

They couldn’t even be bothered to clean it up.” 

Gu Qiqi sweated profusely in her heart. It looked like she was overthinking things. This little girl looked 

flirtatious, but she was actually quite innocent. She was really wholeheartedly guiding her and didn’t 

have any other thoughts. 

Gu Qiqi caressed the lock. “Will the Great Alchemist Guild regard us as disrespectful if we pick the lock 

and enter?” 

Wu nineteen hurriedly stretched out his hand and held Gu Qiqi’s hand tightly. “You can’t! Young Master 

Ye, don’t pick the lock! This lock has a sense. If the Great Alchemist Guild finds out, you’ll be expelled! 

Let Me Do It!” 

Only after saying that did she realize that she was too excited and had actually come into close contact 

with young master Ye’s skin. Her face turned hot and her fingertips felt as if they had been scalded as 

she hurriedly pulled them back. 

Gu Qi’s heart could not help but stir when she saw Wu nineteen’s nervous appearance. 

Honestly speaking, Wu nineteen and she were opponents in the competition and opposing factions. 

If she were to be allowed to pick the lock at this moment, then she would be eliminated from this 

competition. 

A girl who was a little more black-bellied would definitely do that. 

But Wu nineteen did the opposite. Not only did he not trick her, he even wholeheartedly helped her. 

Gu Qiqi’s impression of this pampered little princess could not help but grow. 

To be honest, she had come into contact with quite a number of pampered girls in her life. Bai Poppy 

and Gu Yuan Yuan were both arrogant and always thought of themselves as princesses. 

However, they did not have the slightest bit of princess bearing. The princess’illness was not light at all 

and would only make people feel disgusted and lose their appetite. 

But this Wu nineteen was a little different.. 



Gu Qi narrowed her eyes slightly as she looked at Wu nineteen turning his face away. She raised her 

hand lightly and chanted a spell that she did not understand. 

One second.. 

Two seconds.. 

Ten seconds! 

The tightly shut window suddenly creaked open with a creak! 

Wu nineteen smiled coquettishly. “It’s Done!” 

Gu Qiqi smiled and could not help but scratch her little nose. “Impressive!” 

The tip of Wu nineteen’s nose turned red, and her long eyelashes were reflected. Needless to say, she 

was overjoyed. 

Which girl did not want to be praised by her Prince Charming? 

And which girl did not dream of having such intimate contact with her Prince Charming? 

Wu nineteen, who was just beginning to fall in love, held a young girl’s heart in her hands and followed 

Gu Qiqi into the operating theater through the window. 

It had been sealed for more than ten years! 

The operating theater was filled with dust and cobwebs. 

There were broken glass shards on the floor, chairs that had been kicked over, and… there was even a 

corpse that had long since dried up. That should be the patient that had to be treated during the P K 

competition back then. 

Gu Qiqi couldn’t help but sigh as she looked at the mess. 

Feng Yangchu had roughly told her about the accident back then. Now that she was in the same 

situation, the scenes were even more vivid and vivid in front of her eyes. 

How Young and impetuous was Feng Yangchu? He could not stand the provocation of his opponent’s 

team and agreed to the opponent’s conditions. 

How did his senior brother, in order to help his junior brother win, personally prepare the medicine? He 

spared no effort to get first place in this P K competition. 

Unfortunately, the world made a fool of people. 

The medicine that was originally in the bag suddenly had an accident 

His senior brother, who was originally full of vigor and vitality and accompanied him day and night, died 

in the explosion of the test tube.. 

The shattered glass test tube on the ground was covered in dust and looked exceptionally miserable.. 

Chapter 1282: Discovering the truth by accident 



  

Gu Qiqi looked down and sighed. 

Wu nineteen, on the other hand, looked around curiously. 

She usually went to high and luxurious places, and this was the first time she came to such an old house 

that had been sealed away for so many years. 

When she saw the dried corpse, she instinctively shrank back to Gu Qiqi’s side. 

Fortunately, Gu Qiqi did not push her away this time. Instead, she carefully pulled her to her side and 

reminded her to pay attention to the glass shards on the ground. 

Wu 19’s heart felt warm, as if a small sun had risen. 

Recalling the small action of holding hands and jumping out of the window with Gu Qiqi just now, she 

felt an incomparable sweet happiness. 

She secretly thought in her heart that after tonight’s exploration with Young Master Ye, it could be 

considered that they had a rare shared experience and shared a small secret. In the future.. 

Just as she was thinking, she suddenly saw Gu Qiqi Crouch down and pick up a piece of broken glass. She 

looked at it under the moonlight. 

Wu 19 also hurriedly crouched down. “Young Master Ye, are you going to take away the things from 

back then and pay respects to Senior?” 

Gu Qiqi did not answer the question directly. “Your Highness 19, can you smell what medicine remains 

on this test tube fragment?” 

Wu nineteen closed his eyes and focused on sensing for a moment, he said, “Potassium permanganate, 

glycerin, alcohol, safflower, red ginseng… it’s so complicated. What kind of medicine is it mixed with? 

How can glycerin be mixed with potassium permanganate? It must explode! Sigh, the seniors are too 

careless!” 

Gu Qiqi remained calm and said, “Such a small test tube with less than 100 ml of the dosage, how much 

potassium permanganate and glycerin do you think there is in it?” 

“HMM… there shouldn’t be much!”! The smell of potassium permanganate was very strong. If it was 

more than 2 ml, the smell would be rather pungent. Moreover, the color was dark purple and it was 

especially obvious. It would definitely be discovered and there wouldn’t be any time for the explosion 

to…”wu nineteen said, he finally sensed that something was wrong and he raised his head abruptly. 

“Young Master Ye, are you suspecting that the explosion back then wasn’t caused by potassium 

permanganate and glycerin at all?” 

Gu Qiqi nodded. “With such a small dose of potassium permanganate and glycerin, it definitely won’t 

cause much of an explosion. At most, it’ll cause a small spark. There’s another reason for the explosion!” 

The reason for the explosion that Feng Yangchu mentioned was potassium permanganate and glycerin. 



This was because the prescription was originally meant to add a small amount of potassium 

permanganate. Thus, only when glycerin was mixed into it would there be a possibility of an explosion. 

Glycerin was colorless and tasteless. It would not be easy to notice if it was smeared on the wall of the 

test tube beforehand. 

When potassium permanganate was poured into the test tube, it would explode! 

Feng Yang had been depressed for so many years. He blamed himself and felt guilty. He regretted not 

checking the test tube properly before the competition. 

Whether it was because he was framed for smearing glycerin on the test tube or because the test tube 

happened to contain glycerin, it was all his fault. It was because he did not check carefully that his senior 

brother had died! 

He had regretted it for more than ten years! 

However, after going through the field inspection, Gu Qiqi keenly discovered that a 100 ml test tube 

with a trace of potassium permanganate was not enough to cause a fatal explosion. 

This was strange.. 

Wu nineteen also frowned at her words and said in puzzlement, “What other reason could there be? 

Unless there is still some medicinal ingredient left inside… let me smell it again…” 

A moment later, her eyes lit up. “Tert-butyl lithium! There’s still tert-butyl lithium left behind! I know 

that this is a super self-combusting substance that spontaneously combusts upon contact with water! 

Spontaneously combusts upon contact with air! When I was in chemistry class, the needles, gloves, and 

bottles that were stained with tert-butyl lithium would spontaneously emit white smoke when I took 

out the toolbox!” 

Chapter 1283: Stolen Moments of Pleasure 1 

  

“Mm. You’re right.”Gu Qiqi had obviously found out about this substance as well, as if she was just 

asking Wu 19 for further verification. “And then? Do you feel that something isn’t right?” 

“Tert-butyl lithium isn’t a medicine. It’s a compound that can only be used in chemical experiments. 

How did this thing appear when we were performing surgery on a patient?”Wu 19’s eyes sparkled, “It 

was definitely added on purpose! Just a little bit and it would spontaneously combust, causing a very 

strong explosion that would directly kill the person closest to it! But…” 

“Continue,”Gu Qiqi encouraged. 

Wu nineteen was encouraged, he continued to analyze it carefully. “But I don’t understand. This 

chemical is very unstable. It’s all sealed in dry nitrogen. “If someone deliberately added it in advance to 

frame your senior, it would be impossible. It would explode when it was added…” 

“Well said.”Gu Qiqi’s tone became heavier and heavier. 

“Young Master Ye, when your senior was pking, who else was by his side?” 



“Only his teammates…”Gu Qiqi said indifferently. 

Recently, even Feng Yangchu had suffered several old wounds from the explosion. 

The other two teammates stayed further away and survived. 

“Then could it be that the opponent of PK was behind this…”wu nineteen said and suddenly covered her 

mouth with a face full of shame. “I’m sorry, the person who pked your senior seemed to be a team of 

our witch Doctor Clan…” 

The reason why she knew about this abandoned operating theater and the explosion back then was 

because the seniors of the Witch Doctor Clan had defeated P K and made Feng Yangchu’s name be 

written upside down, feeling very proud, she had laughed at Feng Yangchu and the Empire’s medicine 

masters for more than ten years when she went back, so Wu 19, this junior, knew so much about the 

past. 

Gu Qiqi shook her head lightly. “Before I came here, I also thought that it was the opponent who was 

behind this. But tonight’s trip, all sorts of signs showed that the matter was far from being as simple as it 

seemed. “How did the chemical agents from back then get mixed into the medicine? Perhaps there’s 

something else going on…” 

This time, Wu 19 racked his brains but still could not figure out what kind of secret could have caused 

the tragedy back then. 

Could it be that the people in the team had an internal conflict and killed Young Master Ye’s senior? 

It was so complicated! 

More than ten years had passed since the incident, and the truth had already been buried in the dust 

and seawater! 

“Alright, your highness nineteen, there’s no need to worry. Thank you for letting me discover something 

unexpected tonight. Let’s go back and rest. There’s still a battle to fight tomorrow.”Gu Qiqi clapped her 

hands and stood up. 

Wu nineteen was somewhat reluctant to part. “Tomorrow… But Tomorrow, we’ll become enemies…” 

She didn’t want to become enemies with him. 

But master’s orders, the team’s goal, everything forced her to become enemies with Young Master Ye. 

If she didn’t use all her strength to do a K, she would end up in the miserable end of being thrown into 

the snake hole by master.. 

So tonight’s happy time was just a stolen moment of joy. 

Thinking of this, Wu nineteen’s heart felt stifled. 

Gu Qiqi, on the other hand, smiled very generously and handsomely, she rubbed wu nineteen’s 

forehead and said, “Little nineteen, it’s just a competition! Think about it this way, alright? We’re not 

enemies, we’re just sparring with each other! What’s the big deal about losing and winning? ? ?” 



Gu Qiqi’s words were like a wisp of breeze, blowing away the knot in Wu nineteen’s heart in an instant. 

Her face was red as she bit her lip and said, “MMM! We’re not enemies! We’re just sparring! A fair 

battlefield, a fair sparring. Winning or losing is not the goal!” 

Gu Qiqi smiled. “So, for tomorrow’s match, you must use your full strength! Don’t hold back just 

because it’s me!” 

Wu nineteen’s face turned even redder. “I’ll do my best!” 

Chapter 1284: the unspeakable grievance of the princess 

  

The two of them jumped out of the room hand in hand, looking like two children who had done evil 

deeds, and smiled at each other. 

The corners of Wu 19’s lips curled up the entire night, and she was indescribably happy. 

She chanted an incantation and closed the window. 

Just as she was about to return to the room with Gu Qiqi to rest. 

Suddenly, a sharp cold snort jumped out from the corner of her mouth. “Wu 19, so it turns out that 

you’re seducing the enemy’s pretty boy. Did you betray the secret of Our Witch Doctor Team? How 

Shameless!” 

Wu 19’s back stiffened. 

He turned around and bit his lip to retaliate. “Watch your mouth! Young Master Ye and I are friends. 

Tonight, we’re just out to chat, not the kind you think!” 

“Haha, a man and a woman, sneaking around in an abandoned room and even using the Witch Doctor’s 

spell to open the window… What kind of shameful thing are they doing? Do you still need to think about 

it?”The person who came took a glance at Gu Qiqi and was stunned for a moment, then, he continued 

to sneer at Wu nineteen. 

Gu Qiqi frowned and looked in the direction of the shrill voice. He saw a person flash out from the 

corner of the corridor. It was a girl dressed in fashionable clothes and she was about the same age as 

Wu nineteen. 

But her appearance was far from Wu nineteen’s. Her hands and feet were rough and her skin was 

uneven, not the slightest bit delicate. 

“You Know Her?”Gu Qiqi asked Wu nineteen flatly. 

Wu shijiu gritted her teeth. “She’s my master’s newly accepted junior sister, Wu 20. If she can make it to 

the third stage of this competition, master will officially announce that she’s the last disciple.” 

Gu Qiqi raised her eyebrows. “Junior sister… She doesn’t seem to respect you as a senior sister.” 



Wu shijiu was even more depressed. “Master has fewer female disciples, and my ranking is higher than 

hers. Even in her dreams, she wants to seize on my mistakes and complain in front of master. She wants 

me to be expelled from the sect so that she can replace me.” 

She still had a lot of grievances that she could not voice out to Gu Qiqi. 

For example, Wu twenty had already set her up many times in the open and in the dark. She originally 

had a good voice, and she had fallen for Wu Twenty’s trap a while ago. Her throat had been poisoned 

until it was damaged, and she had recovered a little after concocting the medicine, but it was still a little 

hoarse. 

Not to mention that Wu twenty was used to showing weakness and flattering in front of others, causing 

the seventeen senior brothers to start doting on her one by one.. 

She was not like her who was a little arrogant and straightforward. Other than eldest senior brother and 

second senior brother who were still protecting her, the other senior brothers had unknowingly grown 

fond of the new junior sister. 

Beside her, Wu twenty snorted disdainfully. “Your ranking is higher than mine? Are you kidding me? It’s 

clearly me who is stronger than you. Master taught me all his special skills, not you at all!” 

Wu nineteen was so angry that she vomited blood. 

This was also a thorn in her heart. 

Others said that she was the Witch Doctor Clan’s little princess, but in reality, she was very clear that Wu 

twenty already had faint intentions of replacing her position! 

Recently, master had taught Wu twenty-one a new powerful spell, and she wanted to learn it too, but 

master just said that it wasn’t suitable for her, so he just wouldn’t teach it to her. 

Moreover, on this trip to the Spirit Island. 

Her master had given her the task of obtaining first place in the team. 

The task given to twenty-one witch was only to reach the third stage. 

Not to mention that back then, when she had acknowledged her master, she had kowtowed and toasted 

to him. There had been a process in the sect. 

As for this twenty-one witch, her master had planned to hold a grand ceremony to acknowledge him as 

her master and announce it to the world… she wondered what kind of effort twenty-one witch had used 

to make her master so happy? Or could it be that his master was already old and could not differentiate 

between those who truly respected him and those who acted on the surface? 

Wu nineteen was filled with grief and indignation, and he was not as sharp-tongued as Wu twenty. His 

heart was stuffed with frustration and in that moment, his anger surged into his heart. “Who is stronger 

is not just a matter of words. If you have the ability, come and fight me!” 

Chapter 1285: listen to a man and die quickly 

  



A crafty glint flashed across Wu Twenty’s eyes. 

HMPH, you brainless little princess, you can’t stand being provoked by me, can you? 

Tonight, I’m going to make you unable to resist pking with me. It’s best if I beat you to death. Even if I 

can’t beat you to death, I’ll let you exhaust your vitality. 

In this way, in Tomorrow’s competition, you won’t have the strength to deal with it. You’ll suffer a 

crushing defeat. You’re destined to be abandoned by your master and thrown into the Snake Cave to die 

by yourself! 

Wu nineteen’s thoughts were simple and of course, she didn’t expect Wu twenty to intentionally 

provoke her into a PK. 

She immediately made a hand gesture and attacked. 

Wu twenty didn’t show any signs of weakness and immediately used the spell that her master had just 

taught her and started to tangle with Wu nineteen. 

Wu twenty came prepared. He held the Witch Doctor’s staff in his hand and as he chanted, he targeted 

wu nineteen’s weak spots and hit him hard. 

Wu nineteen did not have any weapons and he was at a great disadvantage! 

Within a few seconds, several bruises appeared on his body. 

As a bystander, Gu Qiqi could see the situation clearly just by looking at these few actions. 

Wu twenty’s powers were indeed not bad and his fighting style was ruthless. 

As for Wu nineteen, he still had some leeway to strike. 

If this continued, Wu nineteen would be at a disadvantage, a great disadvantage. 

As expected, in the next second, Wu Twenty’s staff stabbed straight into Wu nineteen’s eyes! 

There was no space to dodge to the left and right, and if Wu nineteen wanted to dodge and protect his 

eyeballs, he could only crouch down. 

But if he crouched down, Wu twenty’s staff would be raised up and then smashed down fiercely 

towards Wu nineteen’s halogen door. 

With such a vicious force, it was possible that Wu nineteen’s head would be smashed to pieces. 

On the Ghost Island, life and death were determined by fate. No one would question who died, and no 

one would be held accountable for killing. 

If Wu nineteen was beaten to Death Tonight, then he would really have died unjustly. 

Gu Qiqi’s brows furrowed. 

She made her decision in an instant. 

She shouted sternly, “Nineteen, kneel down!” 



Wu nineteen was stunned, but immediately after, he trusted her very much and obediently listened to 

her commands. 

Wu twenty snorted coldly. “Idiot! Listening to a man’s words, you’ll die even faster!” 

She was feeling smug in her heart. Looks like this young master ye was just a facade. He was indeed very 

handsome, but it was a pity that his brain was made of tofu and he actually commanded such a foolish 

fighting method. 

Wasn’t this playing right into his hands? 

Could it be that after this young master ye saw her, he realized that she was still more feminine, so he 

abandoned wu nineteen to curry favor with her? 

Wu twenty was getting more and more pleased with herself, and she even winked at Gu Qiqi. 

Of course, the spell in her hand did not stop, and it was just as Gu Qiqi had predicted. She raised her 

staff up and pressed it down viciously, smashing it down viciously on Wu nineteen’s stewed door! 

However.. 

Before the staff could land. 

Gu Qiqi’s body had already arrived in front of her. 

Wu twenty did not see how Gu Qiqi moved at all. He saw Gu Qiqi use two fingers to firmly hold the staff, 

preventing her staff from falling onto Wu nineteen’s head. 

Wu 20’s heart trembled! 

Immediately after, she felt a chill on her neck. It was as if someone had suddenly hit the back of her 

head with a brick, causing her to stomp in pain! 

But when she turned around, there was no one there! 

Holy Shit, what the hell! 

Not long after she had entered the Witch Doctor’s tutelage, she had only a vague understanding of the 

concept of ghosts. It was a time when she was both afraid and fearful. 

It just so happened that at this moment, Gu Qiqi said coldly, “In this operating theater, there is a 

mummified corpse that has been sealed for more than ten years. I think that he really hates people 

disturbing him…” 

Wu twenty-one’s heart trembled. “You… you’re lying…” 

He raised his head. 

In the gap of the open window, there was indeed a skeleton. It was leaning against the window and 

looking at her. Its eyes were still glowing with a green light, a terrifying green light! 

Wu twenty-one was so frightened that he trembled. He cried out, threw away his staff, and turned 

around to run. 



Gu Qiqi raised her voice and said, “Go back and keep your mouth shut. If there is a fourth person who 

knows about what happened tonight, I don’t mind letting the zombie brothers talk to you about life!” 

The previously arrogant witch 20 staggered and rolled away, disappearing without a trace. 

By the window. 

The little dirty turtle climbed down from the dried eye sockets and curled its lips. “The most outstanding 

role I’ve played in my life is actually the eyeball! The Green Eyeball!” 

[ Master Yun: Good Night Kiss! ] 

Chapter 1286: was one step closer to Lord Jue 

  

Wu nineteen watched Gu Qiqi take care of Wu twenty for her without a moment’s hesitation. 

Fast! Too Fast! 

It was so fast that before she could react, Gu Qiqi had already beaten him away. 

Wu nineteen still maintained the posture where Gu Qiqi had ordered her to squat and looked up at her 

in a daze. 

Gu Qiqi stretched out her hand towards her and asked with a smile, “Nineteen, weren’t you afraid just 

now?” 

The little dirty turtle crawled into the eye socket of the dried corpse and played the role of a zombie 

whose eyes were glowing green. To be honest, her acting skills were quite good and scared the arrogant 

and despotic twenty Wu out of his wits. 

However, nineteen Wu actually did not react. 

Nineteen Wu blinked her big eyes and said softly, “With you here, I… Am Not Afraid.” 

Gu Qiqi’s heart moved. Oh, the feeling of having her trust smashed by her sister was really especially 

warm. 

She pulled Wu 19 up. “Why did I hear that Wu 20 say to you just now that if you lose, you’ll go to the 

Snake Cave? What does that mean?” 

Wu 19’s eyes flashed. She didn’t want Gu Qiqi to know that if she failed in this competition, her master 

would punish her so horribly. 

She stammered, “HMM… don’t listen to her nonsense. She was just scaring me…” 

“OH.”Gu Qiqi nodded. “If she makes things difficult for you again, don’t be soft-hearted and hit her back. 

If you can’t beat her… come and find me to help you fight.” 

Wu nineteen’s eyes reddened. “En!” 

Master and almost all the senior brothers had told her to give way to this little junior sister, but only Gu 

Qiqi encouraged her to fight back and even supported her. 



Wu nineteen really hoped that time would slow down so that she and young master ye could stay a little 

longer in this quiet night.. 

Unfortunately, time was destined to arrive at the moment of separation. 

Gu Qiqi sent her back to her room and waved goodbye to her. 

The moment she turned around, her footsteps were already like Shooting Stars! 

Wu nineteen’s eyes were slightly moist. would such a man who walked like the wind stop for her? 

= = = 

On this night, many people did not sleep through the night. 

Wu twenty was beaten up by Gu Qiqi and he flew into a rage out of humiliation. After he escaped, he 

tossed and turned in the team lounge, unable to fall asleep. He was secretly planning how to trip up that 

man who did not know what was good for him in the competition the next day. 

Needless to say, Wu nineteen. She spent the entire night gently stroking the fingers of her right hand 

with her left hand. 

That was where Gu Qiqi had jumped out of the window with her that night and pulled her up, touching 

the parts of her body the most. It was as if the unique medicinal fragrance of Gu Qiqi’s body was still 

lingering on her fingertips. 

She couldn’t bear to wash her hands and provoke her! 

As for Gu Qiqi, she only took a short nap that night before dawn. 

The scene of Feng Yangchu and her senior brother in the operating room kept replaying in her mind. She 

repeatedly speculated: who was the one who added a powerful chemical agent into the test tube that 

caused the explosion? 

As time passed, this mystery case was still unsolved. It would be very difficult to find the truth. 

However, Gu Qiqi inexplicably felt that there was something deeper hidden behind this truth… if she 

could not find out, she would miss out on a very crucial piece of information… this was probably a 

woman’s intuition, right? ! 

Not long after she closed her eyes, she heard the sound of a bugle horn waking up. 

The day of a new battle had begun! 

While everyone was washing up and having breakfast, she quietly slipped out for a while. 

As expected, before the next round of the competition began, the barrier set up near the resting area 

had already been removed. 

She successfully found the bamboo forest at the back of the mountain and found the simple tomb 

where Feng Yang Chu buried his senior brother back then.. 

= = 



Before setting off, Gu Qiqi returned to the team’s lounge. 

Lisa came up to her with a worried look on her face. “Mister Ye, we were worried that you were 

captured by the Witch Doctor’s Men!” 

Gu Qiqi smiled. “They don’t have that ability yet!” 

Uncle Yun took the snacks specially reserved for her at the buffet. “Mister Ye, why don’t you eat 

breakfast before you leave?” 

Gu Qiqi casually replied and grabbed a piece of snack. It was unknown whether she had eaten it or not. 

“Let’s go, let’s set off!” 

The third stage was another dangerous challenge! 

The only good news was that they were one step closer to Gong Jue! 
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All the teams gathered and set off towards the back of the mountain. 

After bypassing the bamboo forest, what appeared in front of them was actually a huge canyon! 

What about the mountain? Wasn’t it a mountain climb? 

Just as everyone thought that the Great Alchemist Guild had made a mistake, the organizer’s 

monotonous voice sounded from the walkie-talkie, “Cross the Iron Chain Bridge! The first ten teams to 

pass will win! The rest will be repatriated!” 

“Hua — !” 

Everyone was in an uproar. 

Only ten teams were left? This was simply too cruel. 

At this moment, there were at least dozens of teams that had passed the second stage and won. With 

their waists cut in half, this elimination rate was too cruel. 

However, before everyone could lament over the elimination rate for too long, they discovered a new 

and crueler reality. 

Iron Chain Bridge! 

Everyone looked over at the direction of the walkie-talkie. 

They saw that at the two ends of the huge canyon, an iron chain bridge that was hundreds of feet long 

was suspended in the air. 

The thick and heavy iron chains were casually crossed. The gap between the iron chains and the iron 

chains was as wide as a person. It could not be considered a “Bridge”at all. It was simply the kind of 

high-difficulty ropeway in extreme sports or acrobatics performances. 



What was even more fatal was that under the bridge, there was a rapid river in the canyon, occasionally 

revealing ferocious rocks. The distance from the iron chains to the river surface was estimated to be at 

least 50 meters. 

At this distance, if one was careless and fell, even if one was lucky and did not collide with a rock and 

die, they would be swept away by the Rapid River and drowned… ! 

Everyone looked at the slightly swaying rough iron chains on the bridge and their legs and stomachs 

instantly went soft. 

Some people had already begun to retreat. 

Although the Great Alchemist guild was attractive and the bountiful competition prizes were rare in the 

world, their lives were unique. 

Their footsteps were weak as they retreated.. 

Right at this moment. 

A group of people headed in the opposite direction of everyone and resolutely and quickly continued to 

advance! Without any hesitation, they stepped onto the Iron Chain Bridge! 

These people, including the Witch Doctor’s team, Gu Qiqi’s team, and a few others who were relatively 

stronger, had entered the top ten in the first round and had survived till now. 

Their objective for this trip was very clear, and it was to obtain first place at all costs. 

Hence, even in the face of such a terrifying danger, no one frowned. 

Wu 19, who was walking in the front, turned around and glanced at Gu Qiqi on the other side. 

There were no more words, and they did not even greet each other. But with just a look, it had already 

said everything: Young Master Ye, it is my honor to be able to fight with you on the same stage. For the 

rest of the journey, please give me some guidance! 

Last night, Wu 19 had a little woman’s heart overflowing with affection. 

However, this morning’s Wu 19 was here to represent the witch doctor to carry out the battle. He 

definitely could not keep an eye on young master ye at all times, or there would only be a dead end! 

The bridge deck of the iron chain bridge was very wide. 

It was a full seven to eight meters. 

Hence, the teams that were the first to step onto the iron chain bridge were all very taciturn. They were 

separated by at least half a meter of parallel distance between each other. Using their limbs, they firmly 

grabbed onto the iron chain and climbed forward. 

Otherwise, if everyone got too close, what would they do if they were pushed down by the other party’s 

evil intentions? 

Everyone was very wary. 



This was good as well. Gu Qiqi brought Uncle Yun and Lisa and they just happened to occupy the 

rightmost metal chain. Without the interference of others, their speed was rather fast. 

Wu 19 was positioned at the leftmost metal chain and was closely following behind Gu Qiqi’s team, with 

a faint sign of surpassing them. 

The other teams were far behind. They had just taken the first step when they were already pulled two 

to three meters apart. 

One had to know that such a difficult bridge was already a huge one-meter gap! 

However, the situation was not fixed.. 

Chapter 1288: terrifying! Falling into the river! 1 

  

Just as Gu Qi and Wu 19 took the lead and occupied the best position, taking down the fastest speed. 

Behind them, someone followed silently. 

The person had come from an inconspicuous small team, catching up step by step. Although his face was 

covered tightly with a veil, but from his movements, it wasn’t difficult to recognize that he was Wu 20, 

who had come to provoke them last night! 

At that moment, Wu 20 was almost two meters away from Gu Qiqi and Wu 19. 

Her small eyes that were exposed outside swept over Gu Qiqi. After she brushed past Gu Qiqi, she could 

not help but tremble for a moment before she decisively continued to move closer to Wu 19’s team. 

Even though she really wanted to do everything she could to make Gu Qiqi kneel before her and admit 

defeat, kneel before her and lick her feet! 

However, she also knew calmly that she could not touch gu qiqi right now. She had to deal with Wu 19 

First! 

Using all sorts of methods to make Wu 19 lose the match — this was her ultimate goal when she 

entered the Ghost Island. 

Hence, Wu 20 took advantage of the fact that no one was paying attention to her and held onto the 

nearest iron chain with one hand, while his other hand reached into his luggage bag. His fingertips 

pinched a jelly-shaped ball and he flicked it! 

The ball was accurately thrown at the feet of the members of Wu Nineteen’s team! 

Of course, she hoped that it would be the best if she could hit Wu nineteen. 

Unfortunately, Wu nineteen was too far away and she only managed to hit the ankle of the last member 

of Wu Nineteen’s team. 

In order to make it easier for them to climb and increase their grip strength, everyone had taken off 

their leather shoes and socks and placed them into their backpacks before going into battle barefooted. 



Hence, when the ball hit the ankle of the team member and touched his skin, it was warmed up by his 

body temperature and quickly melted. 

The jelly-shaped ball turned into an oil droplet in a second. 

It dripped along the player’s ankle and directly landed on the joint between the soles of the feet and the 

iron chain. 

This was going to be fatal! 

This oil droplet was very slippery. How slippery was it? 

The moment the player realized that something was wrong with the soles of his feet, it was already too 

late. One of his feet was instantly suspended in the air! 

Fortunately, in his fluster, he desperately grabbed onto the iron chain with both hands so that he did not 

slide down. 

However, how could this be over? 

Witch 20 didn’t stop at all, continuing to throw out another small jelly bead. 

That person was still in shock, still struggling and rippling on the iron chain. This time, his other foot also 

slid out of the iron chain, relying only on his hands to grab onto the iron chain, and his entire body was 

suspended in the air! 

At this moment, the third small jelly bead came.. 

Ruthlessly, it hit that person’s hand.. 

One second. 

It really only took one second, and that team member’s miserable cries were instantly swallowed up by 

the Rapid River. 

It was unknown whether he was alive or dead, but he fell into the Deep River of the canyon. 

Witch 20’s sinister plot succeeded, and a cruel smile appeared on the corners of his lips. He quickly 

swept his gaze over the backs of Gu Qiqi and Wu 19, then lowered his head and pretended to be 

shivering on the iron chain, looking as if he was frightened by this matter. 

His acting skills were really top-notch! 

“Damn, someone from the Witch Doctor team has fallen into the river!” 

A few seconds later, someone finally reacted and cried out in surprise. 

No one had expected that the first person to die on the iron chain bridge would be a member of the 

Witch Doctor team who had been leading the way. 

Everyone felt that their worldview was about to be turned upside down: 

“It’s really the witch doctor! Heavens, even the witch doctor couldn’t handle such a terrifying iron chain 

bridge. Are we courting death by joining in the fun?” 



“Cherish your life and stay away from the iron chain!” 

“If I turn back now, will it still be too late to give up on the match?” 

Amidst the cries of terror, only two people reacted in an unusual manner. 

One of them was Wu nineteen. Her eyes were red as she turned her head to look in the direction where 

her teammate had fallen into the river. Her pair of red lips were bloodshot from biting, and she had to 

bear with it to not let out a mournful cry — that was her partner, the teammate that she had brought 

into the battle! Yet, she was so incompetent that she had not brought him back alive! Could it be that 

she was really inferior to Wu Shijiu? Could it be that master had predicted that she would not be able to 

lead the team and win the championship? 

The other one was naturally gu qiqi. 

Chapter 1289: carrying the scent of medicine in a princess hug! 1 

  

At that moment, Gu Qiqi’s calmness was at odds with the panic in the surroundings. 

After fighting with Wu er, Wu 20 and the others, she had a rough understanding of the powers of the 

witch doctors. To be honest, the team that Wu 19 was leading was not weak. 

Even if the iron chain bridge was rather dangerous, they would at most be a little slower and their 

results would be a little worse. No matter what, they would not fall down so easily and lose their lives on 

the spot. 

There must be something fishy about this matter. 

She was different from the others. She did not waste her time on lamenting about the dead. Instead, 

she quickly swept her gaze across the crowd that was closest to her. 

Wu 20, who had his head buried in the iron chain and was shivering, immediately caught her attention. 

“Hehe…” 

Gu Qiyi let out a cold laugh. 

Her intuition was indeed correct. 

There was no smoke without fire. 

Wu 20’s physical strength was slightly stronger than Wu 19’s, but he actually fell behind Wu 19? 

If it wasn’t for the fact that he was sneakily behind Wu 19 on purpose, she really couldn’t think of any 

other reason for him to do that. 

As for why Wu 20 attacked his own people? 

Gu qiqi only remained doubtful for a few seconds before she figured it out. 

It was for a personal vendetta! 



By getting rid of Wu nineteen’s right-hand man, Wu nineteen would be left alone and unable to win the 

championship. With that, Wu nineteen’s status in the Witch Doctor tribe would plummet, and Wu 

twenty would have a chance to rise to the top. 

Hehe, how many times had gu Xue Xue and Gu Meifeng done this kind of despicable thing where they 

stepped on other people’s necks to climb up the ranks? 

She had really seen enough in her previous life! 

She did not expect that wherever there were people, there would be jianghu. The Witch Doctor clan’s 

White Lotus Flower would come and go using these old-fashioned methods. 

Gu Qiqi’s gaze turned cold. She turned around and used the corner of her eye to continue monitoring 

Wu 20’s next move. 

If this White Lotus Witch dared to touch her people, then don’t blame her for being ruthless.. 

Gu Qiqi reminded Lisa and Uncle Yun in a deep voice, “Hold on to the chains. Let’s Speed Up!” 

Taking advantage of the chaos, they quickly moved towards their target. As long as they were more than 

three meters apart, even if Wu twenty wanted to harm them, he wouldn’t be able to do anything. 

Lisa and Uncle Yun came back to their senses and immediately nodded obediently. “Alright!” 

Gu Qiqi secretly cultivated vines and placed them under the feet of the three people in the team to help 

stabilize their footsteps. 

They were the fastest to gather their emotions. They were the first to gather their spirits and continue 

moving forward. As expected, they quickly widened the distance between them and the rest of the 

team. 

Wu nineteen also learned from his mistakes and requested the other two surviving members of the 

team to gather a little more. If necessary, they could sacrifice a little bit of their speed, but they had to 

put their lives first. 

Seeing that Gu Qiqi and Wu nineteen had set off once again, Wu twenty quietly got up and secretly 

continued to follow behind. 

The feeling of fooling around in the dark and not being discovered was simply too great! 

With the first time, Wu twenty was rather familiar with the second time. 

This time, the distance between her and Wu nineteen had shortened a little. 

The heavens were really on her side. She could not help but throw two small jelly beads at the soles of 

wu nineteen’s feet… one on the left and one on the right, hitting the tender soles of Wu nineteen’s feet 

at the same time! 

Wu nineteen was caught off guard. When she felt the oily and sticky sensation on the soles of her feet, 

only then did she realize that something was wrong. In a flash, she also understood why her companions 

had suddenly fallen down just now! 



So it was not because they were not strong enough, but because someone had interfered! 

But, she understood it too late. 

Her legs were struck at the same time, and she was unable to maintain her balance no matter what. Her 

entire small body followed the gap of a person’s iron chain and fell straight down! 

Below her was a rapid current! Sharp and Strange Rocks! 

Falling Down would mean death, needless to say. 

Death, she was not afraid of it. But she had just gotten to know young master Ye and had just spent a 

beautiful night together. She was really unwilling to accept it! 

Her status and companions in the Witch Doctor tribe would all be snatched away by Wu twenty after 

she died, and she was also unwilling to accept it! 

Just as Wu nineteen was feeling unwilling to accept it and thought that he would lose his life on the spot 

this time as well. 

Suddenly, a light yet powerful arm scooped her up! 

It was a princess hug! 

The familiar medicinal fragrance wrapped around her fiercely! 

Chapter 1290: would never let her off 

  

The iron chains, because of this sudden change, were already swaying left and right, drifting non-stop. It 

was extremely dangerous! 

Gu Qiqi, on the other hand, was holding onto Wu 19, her feet firmly stepping on the chains, not swaying 

at all. Her posture was steady and graceful. 

Everyone was so afraid that their hands and feet were tightly holding onto the chains, their bodies 

swaying non-stop as well. When they looked at Gu Qiqi, they could not help but exclaim in admiration. 

This man was too strong, wasn’t he? 

He had saved a girl in a critical moment, yet he could still have such a good posture. was he saving a girl, 

or was he flirting with a girl? In short, he was so strong that it made people’s hair stand on end. 

Gu Qiqi ignored everyone’s admiring gazes. She turned her body slightly, and her sharp gaze shot 

toward Wu 20 behind her! 

Wu 20’s body trembled. ‘was he discovered? 

Impossible!’! 

She thought that what she had done was flawless. How could she have been discovered? There wasn’t 

the slightest bit of evidence left behind. 



Gu Qiqi gave her a deep look. A cold pressure was faintly released, but she didn’t make any targeted 

actions. 

In the next second, she carried Wu 19 and caught up to the team in large strides. She arranged Wu 19 

properly for the remaining two members of the Witch Doctor Tribe’s team. “Take good care of her! She 

was frightened just now. give her some tranquilizing pills.” 

The two witch doctors nodded their heads foolishly, unable to think straight. Why did Young Master Ye 

save their little princess? 

They… should be from the opposing camp, right? 

Wu twenty was also unable to react in time. 

The moment Gu Qiqi left with Wu nineteen in her arms, the pressure on her body lessened. She 

immediately heaved a sigh of relief, but in her heart, she could not understand why this young master ye 

wanted to save Wu nineteen! 

This was a competition. Even if they were blood-related siblings or husband and wife, if they were in 

different camps, they would have to tear each other apart. 

Moreover, the relationship between these two people did not seem to have progressed to such an 

intimate stage, right? 

If Wu 19 could fall into the river, it would only be beneficial to young master ye! 

First, it would be young master Ye’s team. 

She even saw that old man and that young lady’s disapproving gazes in Young Master Ye’s team. 

Why would young master Ye do such an unwise thing? 

She couldn’t figure it out! 

Forget it, forget it! 

Wu nineteen’s life was great this time. HMPH, but it was impossible for his life to be great the entire 

time! 

There was still a very long metal chain behind him. She didn’t believe that she wouldn’t be able to find 

an opportunity to make wu nineteen fall down and fall to pieces! 

Unless young master ye carried her like a princess all the way! 

But obviously, young master ye wouldn’t do that either! 

Look, didn’t he just leave her alone in the team for a while? 

Wu twenty held onto the iron chain and continued to walk forward. 

But, he had only taken one step! 

It was as if he had stepped on seaweed. “Sizzle!”His entire body slid down. 



She wanted to grab onto the iron chain, but the iron chain also became slippery and merciless! 

It was clearly a bare iron chain, but her eyes blurred. She seemed to have seen that for a moment, the 

iron chain under her feet and beside her hands were all wrapped with emerald green seaweed! 

She must be hallucinating! 

Witch 20 cast a spell and chanted in panic, trying to levitate herself. 

However, the seaweed seemed to have a life of its own and tightly wrapped around her feet, pulling her 

down! 

She desperately grabbed onto one of her companions beside her and tightly grabbed onto the other 

person’s wrist. 

The friction between her skin and skin finally allowed her to grab onto a life-saving straw and hang in 

mid-air! 

Even though she was in an extremely sorry state, she had narrowly escaped death! 

However, witch 20 did not feel very fortunate. 

On the contrary, her body trembled even more violently. 

Because she suddenly realized that how could this iron chain grow seaweed for no reason? 

In this team, other than the gel that she had secretly brought with her that could melt oil, no one else 

had the ability to scheme and scheme like this. 

Unless… it was him! 

In her mind, that gaze that Gu Qiqi gave her before she left suddenly surfaced. 

That gaze that was filled with immense pressure! 

Mister Ye did not let her off, but wanted to teach her a lesson! 


